Surface structures in nuno, 3-d, relief and layers,
as desired with or without embroidery.
We can work with many kinds of materials, in many techniques and many designs.
Your work can be an object but also a bracelet, hat, slippers, bowl or whatever you like.
Your work can be decorated as desired with embroidery and/or braiding and weaving techniques
from Central Asia.
The size and complexity of your work depends on your own experience and workpace.
What can you expect:
*If necessary support with design and colour choice
*Your own creativity will be appreciated and stimulated
*Everyone can work at her own level
*Explanation and examples about the different possibilities
*Explanation of shrink-calculation
*Broad, profound knowledge and good transfer of the teaching material and many related matters.

Materials to bring with you:
General:
 Notebook and pen, if necessary coloured pencils
 Scissors for plastic and felt
 Resist material
 3 old towels
 Bowl for water
 Olive soap or soap you normally felt with
 Ballsprayer or whatever you are used to
 Net curtain or material like that – 2x a piece of approximately 1 meter x 75 cm




Calculator and tape measure
I usualy work with Australian Merino in roving and Merino/silk. For larger bags and also for
slippers I use wool from the Tyrolean Mountain sheep to strengthen. Other wools that felt
well are also possible.
 Fabrics, lace, threads, fibers, coins, little mirrors, stones or whatever you like to felt in
(Wool and all possible materials that can be felted in – handdyed – I also bring along).
Extra
For pleats and craters:
 Pins, needle, stapler, sewing thread and thin bind off thread
for a small collar raffia mat or bubble plastic for rolling 1.50 x 0.60 cm
For layers:
 Thin plastic, like covering plastic for furniture
 Wide adhesive tape (waterresistant)
For hats:
 Hat-bloc in wood or synthetic material
For slippers:
 Hole puncher (only if you have one)
 Foot-template in wood or sythetic material, 1 size bigger than your slippers will eventually
have to be.
If you don’t have one, please let me know which shoe size you have, so I can bring one along
for you.
 Leather for the soles, not too thick, not too thin (I will bring this along too).
 Yarn too fasten the sole. (I will also bring it with me)
For embroidery:
 Embroidery needles and –thread, matching each other, embroidery scissors
 A piece of thicker felt to practise on
 If desired: beads
(I will bring along many kinds of home-dyed embroidery thread, embroidery needles and beads).

For the organization
Please have present in the room:
- Preferably in height adjustable tables
- Warm and cold water
- Floor and tables that are waterresistant
- Spin-dryer
- Stickers for names

